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Introduction

The Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT) submits these comments in response to the National

Science Foundation’s (NSF) request for information regarding its newly-established Technology,

Innovation, and Partnerships (TIP) Directorate. CDT is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization fighting to

advance civil rights and civil liberties in the digital age. CDT’s focus includes the impact of automated

technologies on free expression, privacy and security, and other fundamental rights.

The rapid pace of development and adoption of large language models has led to exciting opportunities

for research and scientific inquiry, economic opportunities, and social development across all sectors.

The use of these technologies goes far beyond just generative applications. Recent research and

commercial applications have demonstrated the utility of these language models to power systems used

to provide healthcare and educational resources and moderate content on online services such as search

engines and social media services (Kasneci et al., 2023; Nicholas & Bhatia, 2023b; Wiggers, 2023). As

language models become embedded into more aspects of our social and technical systems, their

limitations and biases will have larger ramifications on society at large.

One such limitation is how well language models work in languages other than English. A recent report

from CDT entitled “Lost in Translation: Large Language Models in Non-English Languages” describes in

detail the limitations of large language models’ performance in languages other than English (Nicholas &

Bhatia, 2023a). To help address this problem, we recommend that TIP help invest in use-inspired

research to build training and test datasets in non-English languages, particularly those with limited data

available, to make the development of language models more equitable across languages. Below, we

explain why language models work better in English and a handful of other “high resource”



languages than in other languages, what effect that gap has, why others will not address the gap, and

how TIP can help.

Language models do not work equally well in all languages

Today, state-of-the-art language models are able to convincingly analyze and generate text across

dozens, if not hundreds of different languages. Nevertheless, these models work far better in some

languages — particularly English — than others. The reasons are twofold. First, not all languages have

the same amount of high-quality digitized text available to train language models. Second, research and

development investment in the larger ecosystem further perpetuates the focus on the performance of

language models in the English language and thus the availability and preponderance of

English-language training data.

The asymmetry in available training datasets across languages is called the “resourcedness gap.” A

language’s “resourcedness” refers to the quantity, quality, and diversity of data it has available.

Languages vary widely in their resourcedness. English for instance is by far the most high-resource

language, with magnitudes more high-quality data from a range of sources than in any other language

(Joshi et al., 2020). For many language models, upward of 90% of their training data is in English

(Touvron et al., 2023). Other high-resource languages include Spanish, German, and Mandarin.

Lower resource languages, such as Vietnamese, Bengali, Haitian Creole, and Farsi, have far fewer and

often lower quality datasets available, despite having tens or hundreds of millions of speakers. In even

lower resource languages, such as Tigrinya, Navajo, and Uyghur, longer-form examples of text that may

exist on the web are either few and far between, such as a handful of Wikipedia articles or parliamentary

proceedings, or are of low quality, such as posts replete with typos, profanity, and offensive language.

Language models, having seen few examples of text in these languages, struggle in lower resource

languages. As language models become more ubiquitous, becoming integrated into chatbots, search

engines, and content moderation, non-English language speakers may find it more difficult to access

accurate information (Murgia, 2023).

Some AI companies claim they can, or already have, overcome the resourcedness gap with only the data

currently available. Companies tout their language models’ ability to learn language-agnostic patterns

across text by creating associations between words in lower resource languages through the

intermediary of English. For instance, OpenAI claims that GPT-4 has state-of-the-art results in 26

languages, despite being tested and trained on text predominantly in “English and with a US-centric

point of view” (OpenAI, 2023, p. 61). Google has also claimed that Bard has learned Bengali despite not

seeing many examples of this text (Ngila, 2023). The text these models produce may sound like these

languages but are often replete with errors because the examples of text these models have seen are of

poor quality, are acontextual, or are machine-translated from English and contain errors or

“translationese”, words that language speakers don’t actually use or understand. As a result, language
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models more often produce hallucinations, errors, bias, and malicious outputs in languages other than

English (Lin et al., 2021; Muller et al., 2021).

Language models’ difficulty parsing non-English languages leads to disparate

impacts for speakers and undermines safety measures

The resourcedness gap contributes directly to two specific harms: inequitable outcomes and disparate

impacts on non-English speakers, and circumvention of English-language safety interventions. Despite

struggling in languages for which they have little data, private entities are already using language models

in many non-English contexts, and private and public entities will soon use them in many more. For

instance, social media companies including Meta and Google already deploy language models to

automatically identify and take action on content in dozens if not hundreds of languages (Lees et al.,

2022; Meta AI, 2021; Nicholas & Bhatia, 2023a).

According to the Federal Government’s inventory of AI use cases, the federal government is also

interested in using language models to power service delivery and provide access to information. Some

examples from this inventory include the Department of Education’s “Aidan Chat-bot” which provides

answers to common financial aid questions and the Department of Labor’s impending implementation of

cloud-based language translation technologies to translate publicly-accessible policy guidance and other

documents (US Department of Education Office of the Chief Information Officer, 2023; US Department of

Labor Office of Data Governance, n.d.). These models are likely trained on predominantly

English-language data and their inability to parse non-English languages is likely to create or reinforce the

same barriers to information they seek to address. This could look like social media services failing to

detect and take action on Spanish-language disinformation about vaccines or elections or a chatbot

providing inaccurate information about financial services when prompted in a language other than

English.

The second effect of the resourcedness gap is that language models’ safety measures are likely to be

easily circumvented in languages other than English due to the lack of available training resources in

those languages. Language models may incorporate safety measures intended to prevent them from

producing outputs containing dangerous, illegal, or personally identifiable material. To do so, these

models are trained and tested using examples of this type of speech. Developers give models a

description of a rule and then examples of text that violates the rule; they use the model to moderate

itself, that is to determine whether the output adheres to or violates the rule. Red teaming, or efforts to

conduct adversarial testing by domain experts, is one way companies test the strength of their tools and

safety measures to reduce harmful outputs. Red teamers for Open AI’s tools, for instance, found that

when a model was prompted to create recruitment propaganda for terrorist groups in English, the model

refused; however, when the model was given the same prompt in Farsi, the model fulfilled the request

(Murgia, 2023). This kind of gap in the functionality of safety measures can be harmful to all users.
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Others will not address the language data gap

Academia, industry, and society at large would benefit from shrinking the gap in available training and

testing data in English versus other languages. However, neither computer science researchers nor

private companies are currently incentivized to address this gap on their own, making support from TIP

invaluable.

Private technology companies that build language AI are not incentivized to invest in lower-resource

language development because it incurs high costs and offers only marginal commercial upside. To

gather more training data in lower resource languages, companies cannot as easily employ

web-scraping, the cheapest, most scalable, and industry-standard approach to gathering language data.

Web data in low-resource languages is more often machine translated, misidentified by language

detection software, and lower quality along many other dimensions (Kreutzer et al., 2022). Building new

high-quality datasets therefore requires finding, creating, and scanning texts to build new language

corpora, a far more expensive process that companies hesitate to invest in. Building datasets needed to

test how well language models work in non-English, particularly lower resource languages, is even more

difficult and expensive since it requires hiring many native language speakers as human data labelers.

Though it would improve and expand the audience for their products, technology companies are not

financially incentivized to make this investment themselves. As popular wisdom goes, other languages

offer smaller market opportunities relative to the cost, and many lucrative opportunities for language

models, such as in scientific research and global commerce, already use English as a lingua franca.

Although it may be financially worthwhile for companies to invest in training and testing their models in

some languages spoken in larger, wealthier countries, it may not be commercially worthwhile for them

to invest in lower-resource languages spoken predominantly in economically weaker countries, even if

they have hundreds of millions of speakers.

Academics are also not incentivized to address the language gap. Although many datasets and

benchmarks in the field of natural language processing do come from academia, academics focus far

more on English than any other language. Between May 2022 and January 2023, there were likely 100

times more NLP publications about English than the next highest language (German).1 Many of the

lowest resource languages are overlooked by NLP researchers altogether.

This at least is in part because many languages do not have their own academic publications or

conferences, and certainly not ones with the same reputational status as those focused on English.

English and a handful of other high-resource languages experience a virtuous cycle of investment:

researchers collect data, create benchmarks, and build models in these languages to publish their results

1 Papers that do not explicitly mention any language in its abstract are almost always about English (Bender, 2019).
Of the 5290 papers the Association for Computational Linguistics published between May 2022 and January 2023,
4720 mentioned no language in its abstract and 311 mentioned English. The next highest language mentioned was
German, with 27 (ACL Rolling Review Dashboard, 2023)
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in conferences and journals, burnishing the reputations of both themselves and their outlets and making

it easier for other NLP researchers to do work in the future. Lower resource languages however

experience this as a vicious cycle: research is not only difficult for all the reasons mentioned above, but it

is difficult to get attention — and funding — for their work from the larger, more English-centric NLP

community (Nicholas & Bhatia, 2023a).

How TIP can address the language gap

The gap in available testing and training data between different languages is a collective action problem.

While companies and academics alike would benefit from having more datasets and benchmarks in

non-English languages, and the US would benefit by safeguarding its globally dominant position in the AI

landscape, no private entity or individual is incentivized to invest in these efforts themselves. With a little

support from TIP though, many of these low-resource languages could shift from vicious to virtuous

cycles of research.

The main way TIP can help bolster non-English AI is by sponsoring non-English research agendas both in

the US and abroad. The most direct way for TIP to do this is to sponsor the creation of new publications,

conferences, academic and industry research collaborations, and competitions in specific low-resource

languages. One model for how this can work is exemplified by EVALITA, an event hosted by the Italian

Association for Computational Linguistics. In it, researchers submit datasets for new language tasks and

benchmarks, such as dating documents or identifying misogyny. Then, researchers compete to train

models to maximize those benchmarks and publish the best results in conference proceedings, thereby

driving interest and attention toward Italian NLP and creating resources companies and external

stakeholders can use to evaluate Italian-language hate speech detection systems (Basile et al., 2020).

TIP can also improve non-English and low-resource language research efforts by supporting local

collectives of language-specific research networks. Collectives such as Masakhane (African languages)

(Orife et al., 2020), IndoNLP (Indonesian languages) (Aji et al., 2022), AmericasNLP (Indigenous

languages) (Mager et al., 2021), and ARBML (Arabic dialects) (Alyafeai & Al-Shaibani, 2020) often have

deep knowledge of where the largest gaps are in their language’s specific research but are sorely lacking

the funds necessary to address them.

Finally, TIP can support parallel use-inspired social science research to help better understand the larger

effects of AI on different non-English language communities and how to mitigate the harms it may cause.

Improving how language models work in lower resource languages can have positive effects, such as

economic inclusion and protection from linguistic erasure, but also negative effects, such as exposing

speakers to disinformation and labor displacement. TIP should fund research in areas such as auditing

that can help maximize the benefits while minimizing the harms of LLMs to language communities.
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